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Notes of Survey:

Beginning at the South angle of this lot, the coordinates of which point referred to the Govt. Survey Reference Station "Kaipohaku" are:

N. 2279.7 ft. the boundary runs by the true meridian:

1 - N. 78° 35' E. = 675 ft. along East edge road reserve
2 - S. 88° 15' E. = 515 = to East angle,
3 - N. 14° 17' W. = 334 = across road and along lot No. 33 to North angle
4 - S. 77° 28' W. = 1173 = along lots No. 34 & 35 to West angle
5 - S. 14° 17' E. = 750 = along lot No. 31 to point of beginning.

Reserving a 25 foot roadway on East boundary this lot along lot No. 32 - leaving a net area of 20.02 acres.

A. B. Schuster, Surveyor

January 1900.